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LETTER
FROM
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EDITOR

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
RE: Fashion in 2021

I must use a geological metaphor to describe
my wardrobe to you: clothing has piled up in
my room in stratified layers. Sweatpants and tshirts with cartoon characters are at the top of
the heap because I have thought less about
style and fashion in the last two years than I
ever have in my life. I have not dressed to
impress anyone, even myself, since late 2019.
Under the “casual comfort” layer are
my professional clothes, worn as costumes to
embody roles I was paid to perform. There is
a long skirt for teaching in the summer,
tailored black slacks for staff meetings, and
blazers for some future art exhibition. I
haven’t had a job outside of my home for
over a year, so this layer has stabilized to
provide excellent support for my hoodies and
leggings.
Lastly, the layer closest to the floor are
my “one day” clothes. These are the things
that I would wear if the occasion ever arose:
the rainbow faux fur jacket and shorts set
purchased for a post-pandemic music festival,
a delicate lace shawl, and the tiered black ball
gown for an unspecified special occasion. It’s
nice to know these outfits are waiting for me
even though their use seems like a distant
dream.
I only began to think about the
functional nature of clothing when my sense
of style died and stratified into these layers
based on time and use. It’s easier most days to
toss my hair up into a messy bun, grab a
hoodie, and choose a random colour of yoga
pants. Earlier this year, I decided to put more
energy into domestic work like cooking and
cleaning when my mother, Cindy, was
diagnosed with breast cancer. The treatments
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have been rough, so I visit her several times
per week to help and hang out.
I worried about her struggling with
everyday tasks like getting dressed and putting
on shoes, and I wondered if there was a better
way to accommodate her needs.

What does fashion mean
to someone that is unable
to tie their shoelaces?
I searched online for what worked for
other people and that’s when I found out
about adaptive fashion and medical garments.
Adaptive clothing may have features like
magnetic closures and adjustable hems to fit
different disabled bodies, and medical
garments are meant to support healing or
provide relief for ailments. Adaptive and
medical wearables are utilitarian in terms of
style, which is understandable. A medical
garment needs to serve its medical purpose
first and foremost… but why can’t a practical
item also be neon green or sport a funky
pattern? When my mother was well, she loved
sparkles, band t-shirts, and fuzzy textures, and
I wanted her to retain this sense of herself as
she moved through her treatments.
We shopped online together and
found a few items that worked for her.
Chemo caps are a must to keep one’s head
warm in winter and mom loves the soft
breathable fabrics and fun designs. We also
discovered slip-on shoes with velcro sideentry panels instead of laces, which are perfect
for swollen feet, and to top it off they’re made
of stylish pink corduroy. My hope is that
when mom rolls into the hospital in her cat
patterned hat and pink shoes that she feels a
little more like herself.

Adaptive functionality, inclusive
sizing, and sustainability should be part of any
fashion brand’s mandate in addition to style.
The things we wear tell a story and we need to
consider the people that we include and
exclude through these stories when we shop
and talk about fashion.
The creators featured in this issue
have addressed fashion through their own
stories, raising further questions that I had
never thought of prior to this issue. What do
you wear to court? Or on TV? How does
Eurocentrism change what you think is cool?
Is clothing a type of armour? Does the perfect
outfit have transformative properties? How
do art and fashion intersect? These questions
do not have a single answer and I invite you
to mull them over while you browse our
work.
Go get dressed in your favourite
outfit, whatever that may be, and come along
on a fashion journey to think about what style
is and what it means to us.
— Amber ♥
IG: @ambervisualartist
Twitter: @amberartist

GET THE LOOK. Cindy wears a cap
by CJ Hats (@shopcjhats on Instagram)
and LongBay Women’s Memory Foam
Diabetic Shoes (from Amazon).
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ART

CIRCLE,
SQUARE,
		TRIANGLE:

DOWN-TO-EARTH
BAUHAUS-INSPIRED
ATTIRE
3D Models BY matthew fox

concept art for circle, square, and triangle.

ever the art school favourite,

Bauhaus costume design was centered around
simple ideas about form, shape, colour, and
movement. These design principles are carried
throughout the three model characters and
their outfits, with each one embodying a single
shape (circle, square, triangle) and a primary
colour (blue, red, yellow). Gold accessories
and embellishments in each design bring the
collection together.

The base model for
all three figures is the
same, though each one
is modified to have their
own style. Matthew says,

“the conceptual
reason for this
is because
the modeling
industry has a
clear preference
for homogenous
body shapes,
but the practical
reason was to save
time.”

Matthew Fox

is an artist who
creates 3D models,
photoscans, digital
drawings, and
video games. For
this project, he
used Adobe 3D
Painter and Blender
to create the
models and their
animations, with all
materials selected
from Adobe’s
library of resources.

BLACK & WHITE
A PHOTO SERIES BY MILICENT FAMBROUGH

The patterns are coming.
The patterns are coming.
Black and white has made a comeback. It will
be big next season, with plenty of texture,
form, and pattern to bring visual interest.
Tap into surrealism and wear pieces boldly.
Milicent is a contemporary artist and writer
from San Antonio, Texas. She is currently
focusing on mail artwork and photography
for exhibition. Find her on Instagram:
@milicent210.

sad girl bracelet
made by sb. smith

sb. smith is a white
queercrip cat lover
living on Musqueam,
Squamish, and TsleilWaututh land (known
as Vancouver, BC).
They were the editor
of Disabled Voices
Anthology (Rebel
Mountain Press, 2020)
and have been published
in Arc Poetry Magazine,
Maclean’s, antilang., The
Quilliad, and more. She
is cripple-tired of the
pandemic and wishes
ableds would socially
distance, wear masks,
and get vaccinated so she
and her disabled/sick
friends won’t get covid
and die, god damnit.
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BAD PEOPLE
DON’T LIVE
IN OUR HOUSE

GWYNETH BUTCHART
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“ I gave away the high-necked blue
floral ruffle shirt my mum bought
me for court when I moved out ...
maybe someone else who has to go
to court and convince a room full
of people they’re telling the truth
will want it. ”

Gwyneth Butchart graduated from Vancouver Island School of Art in
2018. She has been published by Sad Girl Review once before (check out
Issue 6 to read “Hard Feelings”) but is generally new to the writing world.
When she is not writing her heart out, Gwyneth is working as a carpentry
apprentice, spending quality time with family and cats, or doing art things.

Bad People Don’t Live in Our House
My existence for an extended period of time growing up was under the belief that you loved me.
That you could actually love people or care. That was my one indulgence as a child; was the belief
that you weren’t hurting me every day.
Buying clothing to wear to court is stressful at the least. “It needs to be blue,”
my mother tells me, “because they’ll trust you’re telling the truth more,” and she
mentions that I can’t wear red. I don’t want to wear red anyways. I don’t want to go
to court anyways; my arms feel heavy and I haven’t even walked up the steps. I’m still
at H & M looking at blue shirts.
I held my wrists together with Hello Kitty Band-Aids for a few days. Turns out I’m good at not
scaring. I’m sturdy I guess. On the outside at least. I was eleven. How dare you make me feel so
destroyed I try and destroy myself. How could you?
I gave away the high-necked blue floral ruffle shirt my mum bought me for court
when I moved out. She bought me the shirt and I remember her saying, “okay, but
will you wear it again?” No I didn’t, but maybe someone else who has to go to court
and convince a room full of people they’re telling the truth will want it. Maybe it’ll
work better for them.
I ache brilliantly and it’s unyielding and makes all my limbs wilt and flutter and want to run from
my body tearing myself apart. It’s your fault I struggled for so long trying to find myself under all
of that trauma.
Being prepped for court by a support worker involves an underwhelming movie
from the US and then some explaining of the differences in the layout of the
courtroom. I’ll have to dress slightly more formally because my case got bumped up
to Federal court; the support worker sounds surprised. “Historical cases don’t usually
have that happen,” she says and I wonder if I can still wear jeans because I’ll be on a
TV screen anyways.
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It’s not just what I said about you in court. You’ll never get the pain you caused me. It’s living in a
house with people all around that love you and view you as their husband or father figure and me
drowning in this puddle watching them and wondering how they’re doing it. But then again I called
you dad because you asked me.
I still have one of the floral shirts in the back of my closet. It was before my mum
was reading about blue being important. The first time I wore it was during the
preliminary hearing. It cut off half way down my arm at the right length to cover my
tattoo. It was brown and had green trim to bring out my eyes and if I wasn’t wearing
it to court I would have liked it.
I’d like to say that even though it wasn’t a good relationship really at all. I tried. I went on runs
and showed interest in video games and asked for help with homework but my childhood just kept
screaming and I used to sleep with a knife under my pillow.
“Try to not react in anger,” the court prep lady tells me, “try not to curse either
and speak as evenly as you can. Try and stay as calm as possible,” she tells me these
things will help my image on the stand. I cut my hair because I know you liked it
long and I can’t stand myself but I try.
Sometimes my body is the flooded waterfall. Sometimes my entire life is the flooded waterfall.
I stumble over your name and try not to call you dad in the courtroom; you don’t deserve that
endearment. You never did. Sometimes I’m the flooded waterfall but it isn’t water anymore, it’s ice.
Family court wants a psych evaluation done and the psychologist wants to interview
me. I wore the wrong shirt. I picked a brown kind of tan shirt and a long blue retro
skirt with buttons down the front and I know my sweat is showing in this shirt.
I know because when I read the report in the first few sentences it mentions me
sweating a lot. “It was a hot day,” I say to my mum, defeated and annoyed. “Why
would he mention it? That will be on record now.”
Suicidal ideation rings in my ear like a bad aftertaste like a brass alarm clock. You’ll always
remember the fear of the first time you said anything. The drive home; the plum trees blooming. It’ll
always remind you of where you started. I was in a white lace dress and red lipstick and my high
school was too stuffy anyways.
Nothing made sense then and I hardly remember it now but what I do remember is
running a lot with you. I stopped running after because whenever I ran I felt like I
was being chased. In a way I was.
I bought some running shoes the other day. You can’t take this away from me anymore.
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SHARE THE
FA N TA S Y :
MY LIFE IN FASHION
SARAH NICHOLS
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“ My body was real;
there was no fantasy in it,
and my job was to hide it
and disappear. ”

share the fantasy:
my life in fashion

Sarah Nichols lives and writes in Connecticut. She is the author of ten chapbooks,
including Press Play for Heartbreak (Paper Nautilus Press, 2021), and Hexenhaus (Milk
and Cake Press, 2020.) A Best of the Net nominee, her work has also appeared in Pink
Plastic House, Punk Noir, and Angel Rust. Find her on Instagram @middleageglam and
Twitter @onibaba37.

🧜
There’s a commercial for Chanel No. 5 that premiered in 1979 and ran for two years. A woman lounges by
a swimming pool; a plane flies overhead. You can feel the heat. A man climbs out of the pool, and walks
towards the woman, and disappears. While all of this is happening, there is music, and a woman’s voice: “I
am made of blue sky, and golden light. And I will feel this way...forever.” Then we hear the tag line: “Share
the fantasy. Chanel No. 5.”

I first saw this ad when I was five or six years old, and I’ve never quite forgotten it. It
came to me before I understood any of it: what is a fantasy? What is “Chanel”? And yet that
line, share the fantasy, informs so much of how I feel about clothes now, and how I dress.
The five-year-old who didn’t have the vocabulary (or the understanding) of adult desires became a preteen who read Elle and Vogue and Seventeen in the 80s and then adopted some kind of DIY amalgamation
of vintage and goth as a teenager on the way to becoming a fat adult in Lane Bryant hell in the mid to late
90s, while wishing I was anything but. My body was real; there was no fantasy in it, and my job was to hide
it and disappear. I eventually had a gastric bypass in 2003, and lost over 150 pounds. A fair amount of that
weight has come back.
But what I wear has changed. Or has it? I still believe that “dressing up” is the best kind of play. I’m
engaging in some kind of dialogue with myself. What part of me do I want to give the world? Fashion
is not only fantasy for me. It is also armor. I might dress up to hide the toll chronic mental illness (major
depressive disorder) is taking, or to hide the fact that according to federal guidelines, I live far below the
poverty level. A critical eye might call this denial, but it is probably in the space between that I occupy.
A few weeks ago, I bought a gown. That’s how it’s described: “The Gothic Glamour Gown,” from
PinUp Girl Clothing, which sells vintage and retro styles. This gown comes in several colors; I had wanted
one in blood red. It has a plunging neckline, and floor-length tulle panels/sleeves. I showed it to a friend,
who pronounced it something out of a Hammer Horror film. I imagined 70s paperback romance covers,
and candelabras. I would be fleeing from a ruined castle. The red was sold out in my size. I decided to try
a peacock blue-green. I wasn’t sure how it would be. And where would I wear it? I put it on as soon as it
arrived and became convinced again that clothes can have transformative powers. I look like a sea witch,
and I’m pleased with this. I took pictures and posted them to the fashion Instagram I started a few months
ago. A friend suggested that I wear it to the grocery store, but I don’t know if I want to wear it on the bus.
Maybe I will just put it on when I need to share a fantasy of myself with myself. When I need to feel
that way forever.
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“ I look like a sea witch,
and I’m pleased with this. ”

Add to Bag
Darren Ryding
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“ Call it performative if
you like but I argue that
it was transformative. The
dress empowered me to move
differently and dance as I had
never danced before. ”

Add to Bag
Darren Ryding is from the Irish
Midlands. He has an MA in English and
American Literature from the University
of Kent. His writing features in
Dissonance, 3 Moon Magazine, and Ink,
Sweat & Tears. Find him on Instagram
and Twitter at @rydingbicyles.

🛍🛍🛍
The first time I wore make-up and a
dress was for a college Halloween party. It was
just a joke or a dare but it was a defining
moment in my life. When I gazed into the
mirror I was surprised by how much I liked how
I looked. The way the contour accentuated my
cheekbones. My eyelashes defined by mascara.
Deep-red Mac sensualized my lips. The way the
thin dress clung to my slim, tall frame.
“Jesus you actually look well,” my
friend-who-was-a-girl said. 1 “Your legs are
wasted on you.”
Clothing’s primary role is to shield our
bodies from the elements. So why do other
people’s opinions have such an influence on
what we wear?
Consciously or unconsciously, our
outfits are a by-product of how we desire to be
perceived. They’re the containers of either selfexpression or repression.
My childhood in the rural Irish Midlands
contained my personal growth. The difference
in standards for young men and women were
1
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Common Irish slang for looking good.

stark. Outside the nightclubs in Mullingar, men
wore farmer’s jeans and check shirts. The gel in
their hair and pungent aftershaves were their
sole foray into cosmetics. Meanwhile, the girls
were done up to the nines with glamorous
beauty queen hair, heavy makeup, and mini
dresses as though for a party in Beverley Hills.
It never occurred to me to try to be
different because of my own insecurities. But
everybody here was insecure. Anybody who
leaves a small town will tell you that they have a
love/hate relationship. Firstly, it’s where they’re
from so it will always be in their hearts.
However, everybody knows everybody and
judgement hangs in the air like flies on a humid
day. Nobody wants to be exposed and I was no
different. It wasn’t until I went to university in a
town just forty minutes away by train, that I
stepped into a realm of self-discovery.

Why is make-up considered feminine?
In the eighteenth-century men rouged
their lips and cheeks. They powdered their faces
with lead. Who knew that fashion could be fatal?
Beauty patches adorned their ashen skin and
they even darkened their eyebrows for full
dramatic effect.2 Of course, these men, dubbed
the ‘Macaronis’ because of their tours of France
and Italy, are also famous for their flowing wigs,
their tights, and even for their corsets. A century
later, men went through a period of
hypermasculinization as they reasserted gender
differences, and the Macaronis slowly became
taboo.
But why should we care? That’s what I
asked myself as I stood looking at myself in the
Hunt, Fate, and Dodds. “Cultural And Social Influences On
The Perception Of Beauty: A Case Analysis Of The Cosmetics
Industry” Journal of Business Case Studies 7, no. 1 (2011): 1-10.
2

mirror wearing that dress and a full face of
make-up.

Why can’t people just wear what they
want without any judgement?
Why does there have to be a
commentary about somebody’s sexuality or their
deviancy just because they’re wearing guyliner or
a skirt? It’s all about insecurity.
I love ASOS. Even though I can’t afford
to order from it every often, I’m addicted to
scrolling through the different categories of
clothing and fantasizing about how they would
adorn my body. A tiny white crop top to reveal
the toned stomach I’ve worked so hard for.
Long, slashed high-waisted pants to enhance my
legs. Are my shoulders too broad for this dress?
I scroll and add items to my favorites with the
rabid intensity of a soccer mom playing candy
crush. I know that I’m not going to buy most of
what I see, but I enjoy the fantasy.
This is where people want to put labels
on identity. I am proud of being a man and I can
be extremely masculine in my day-to-day. I
participate in combat sports and I was raised on
a working farm. But there is nothing wrong with
embracing your femininity and if this means
wearing different clothes to express your
personality or putting on a bit of lipstick then
just go for it. That’s what I told myself as I
looked in the mirror. I’ll admit I almost changed
my mind when it came to removing the makeup.
“Are you having a good time?” my
friend-who-was-a-guy asked me, with eyebrows
raised, as I gyrated on the disco dancefloor with
the girls.
I was having a fantastic time. This was
the most liberated I had ever felt. Sometimes
men in women’s clothing face accusations of

living a fetish. This can be true and in the right
environment there is nothing wrong with this.
But it wasn’t a fetish for me. Call it performative
if you like but I argue that it was transformative.
The dress empowered me to move differently
and dance as I had never danced before. Sure,
the tequila shots helped, but the outfit made me
feel so free. And this was a sensation that I
wanted to recapture and instill in my daily life
without caring about consequences. My true
friends would surely only encourage me anyway.
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CLEVE

MARIA SIMBRA
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“ White is a difficult color
for a television camera to
negotiate.
Nevertheless,
my first news director
demanded I wear my white
coat on air to bolster my
authority and presence. I
was a petite, wide-eyed,
cropped-haired, soft and
young-looking 34-year-old.
I strove to look as doctorish
as possible. ”

cleve
Maria Simbra (@byMariaSimbra) is
a memoirist on page and on stage,
chronicling her careers in neurology
and TV news, and her unusual path to
motherhood. Words in lit mags of
quirk, verve, grief, menopause, and
baseball. Words at Briocolage’s
“WordPlay” and numerous Moth
StorySlams. Her look is an ever
evolving work in progress.

🥼🥼
“Just me, or is your colleague showing
some Cleve?”
My educated and professional friend,
John, texted his observation with a picture of his
television set. On the screen, my coworker
anchored the news.
The giddiness of his titillating message
was palpable. Maybe he thought I’d be aghast.
Or embarrassed. Or that I’d regale him with
some secret, behind-the-scenes story of her
moral turpitude.
Instead, I jolted him with my reply. “We
all do, John.”
When I first started in news, I didn’t.
My stylings were that of a young,
determined, female physician. I was trying to
look sharp, competent, and business-like;
polished, but not flashy or trendy. I took my
fashion cues from my medical peers, and tips
from John T. Molloy’s book “Dress for
Success,” and other commentary on the subject
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in the Journal of the American Medical
Association.

“To attract attention to your
professionalism and expertise, don't call
unwanted attention to your physique.”
“Ballet flats, kitten heels or
sneakers make patient rounds or running
to the emergency room easier.”
“You don’t want to look too
attractive to be serious. A certain amount
of nerd factor can help a doctor’s
credibility.”
“Patients prefer doctors in formal
attire with a white coat to doctors in
scrubs, business suits and informal
clothes.”
White is a difficult color for a television
camera to negotiate. Nevertheless, my first news
director demanded I wear my white coat on air
to bolster my authority and presence. I was a
petite, wide-eyed, cropped-haired, soft and
young-looking 34-year-old. I strove to look as
doctorish as possible. I figured the viewers
wanted to perceive me as Doctor Maria, so I
played the part.
In those early days, though, the only
managerial feedback on my TV face came from
my special projects producer. She said I didn’t
have enough makeup on.
So I wore the same makeup, just more
of it. Eye pencil above and below the lashes, a
stroke of blush, a neutral lipstick.

As a TV news neophyte, I was hungry
for feedback of all types. I was active in the
National Association of Medical
Communicators, a group of broadcast doctors
and on-air health care professionals from all
over the country. At one of NAMC’s annual
meetings, I purchased a supplementary one-onone session with an experienced medical TV
news mentor to assess my tape and give me
some pointers.
Knowing that criticism, however
constructive, would be on the other side of the
door, I cautiously entered the small conference
room. A diminutive woman with long blonde
hair, fire hydrant red lipstick, and spike heels
waited within. This was Dr. Christa Durmis, a
dentist, author, and television
contributor/producer from New York City.
I expected her to look at my work and
critique my writing and delivery.
She wanted nothing to do with my tape.
My appearance stopped her from proceeding.
She scanned me up and down and all
around. “Uh-uh,” was all she uttered, and
continued her inspection.
I wore a cream colored suit with black
pinstripes from Petite Sophisticate, a dark
pewter shell with a crew neckline, and black
flats. I had the doctor’s haircut, a no-fuss, nomuss pixie, the standard amongst my female
Asclepian colleagues at the time.
Finally, Christa invited me to sit. We
faced each other in two conference room chairs.
She looked directly at me. Her expression was
stern and frank, like a concerned big sister.

“We need to do something
about your look.”

Suddenly, I felt exposed and vulnerable.
This was not the type of scrutiny I had
anticipated.
“With your round face, round
everything, in fact,” she began, “you need to
elongate this axis.” She gestured with her hands
from head to boobs. “V-necks and scoop necks
from now on.”
She continued to size me up.
“And short jackets. Nothing baggy or
long. You need to show off that hot little body.
It is hot, right?”
“Uh, well…”
She didn’t pause for me to respond.
“Hems above the knee, always. And
what’s this?” She motioned toward my flats, her
tone like a drill sergeant. “From now on, forget
comfort. We need to get some height on you. At
least 2-inch heels, if not higher. I’m a short girl,
too. I know.”
Her rapid fire evaluation went on. And
on.
“Bypass Ann Taylor Loft. Just walk right
by Talbot’s. You need to go to Saks and
Nordstrom’s.”
“Uh, we don’t have those in Pittsburgh.”
At that time, we didn’t. Or if we did, I certainly
never shopped there.
True to her NYC ethnocentricity, she
scrunched her face in condescension. “Do you
have a Macy’s?”
I hesitated. “I, I think so.”
“Well, go there then. Dark-colored,
fitted suits, yes? Solids and vertical stripes.
Remember, we’re short. We need the illusion of
height. Go with rich, tailored fabrics. Those will
look nice on air and add to your gravitas.”
“Well, I…”
She surveyed my face and head closely.
My eyes darted, belying my apprehension and
discomfort.
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“More makeup, right? And where are
your lashes? Mascara, girl, mascara!”
“I am wearing mascara. My lashes are
very thin.”
“Wear false ones then. And you need
more hair. Grow this out. Then go to the top
salon in town to get a really good haircut and
color. We need long, lush. Glam it up! That’s
what people want to see. Not this scruff. More
of everything. More, more, MORE!”

At this point, I could not
defend my hideousness.
I had no idea I was so ugly when I
walked in. This must have been what Eve felt
like after she bit the apple and recognized she
was naked.
Toward the end of our session together,
Christa got to my tape. It started with me at the
side of a pool, demonstrating a point with a cup
of water. I had on a sleeveless shirt and shorts,
appropriate for the environment. She clicked it
off after a few seconds.
“You know what I think when I watch
this? My first impression is ‘public health
mom.’”
I held back a dejected sigh.
“You need to come across as an expert.
Wear suits. Not this.” She was firm and
emphatic as she pointed to the TV screen. “I
want you to spend all of your money on new
clothes and hair. That is what you need to invest
in right now. That needs to be your expenditure
priority.”

Did she not realize how
little the station pays me?
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She sensed my dismay. “Listen, you are
very attractive. We just need to make some
adjustments. You will always be my student. I
want you to keep me updated on how it’s
going.”
I went home disheartened, not sure
whether to take her costly advice. She was New
York, I was Pittsburgh. Would her interpretation
play well in my market? She had more
experience than I, and as far as I knew, more
success than I. Perhaps she had insight into
these matters. I decided to give it a try.
On a shopping roadtrip to Cleveland,
where I was certain there was a Saks and a
Nordstrom’s, I bought two suits, one dark
brown, one navy blue. While they were pricey,
they met all of Christa’s specifications. Dark
Brown’s hem hit me mid-thigh. The matching
jacket had a hugging, stretch fabric. Navy Blue
had vertical pinstripes and piping to nip the
waist, and sexy kick pleats at the knee of the
skirt. I trotted them out every other day in
rotation. That’s all I could afford.
It took a while for the hair, but I grew it
out, eventually down to my shoulders. Bold,
textured, blonde highlights, and deep, dark base
color enhanced my locks. Daily salon blowouts
became part of my routine. Luckily, Izzazzu, my
new place downtown to get my coif on, had a
trade agreement with the station, so all the talent
could go there gratis.
I bronzed my cheeks. I falsified my
lashes. I contoured my eyes with heavy shadow
and my face with thick foundation. I teetered on
stilettos. I revealed more skin with my low-cut
necklines. Even flashed some Cleve.
I was skeptical my transformation would
boost my reputation. But much to my surprise,
it did.
People in the newsroom looked at me
with a newfound respect. I picked up on my

colleagues’ subtle cues. A raised eyebrow
followed by a nod. A stifled whistle and a
thoughtful smile. These were not gestures of
sexism or chauvinism, but instead, of
acknowledgement and esteem. My appearance
embodied work culture expectation. It conveyed
confidence, as if I’d come out of hiding. I finally
looked like I was serious about playing in the big
leagues of news.
With pride, I sent an email to Christa to
report on my progress. She replied with an email
of applause and praise. At the next annual
NAMC meeting, we got together again so she
could see for herself.
“Um-hmm,” she hummed as she
scanned me up and down and all around.

“You have the look,” she conceded,
“But now you need to own it.”
She saw through me, even when I
couldn’t see through me. The attitude was
missing from my new style. I could look fierce,
but was I really fierce?
I was crestfallen. I could go to a highend store for a new suit. But there was no
boutique for a new identity.
I pondered my dilemma.

I’ll need a personality transplant!
How I envied my gregarious colleagues,
loud-mouthed and brash, devoid of self-doubt. I
saw what Christa meant. Indeed, they were the
most successful. Attention from the bosses and
the public was theirs all the time and at their
demand. Yet their grandiose and histrionic
displays exhausted me. In contrast, I was a selfcritical introvert at heart, with situational
extroversion when necessary.

In my estimation, confidence was quiet,
insecurities were loud.
Somehow, over the years, I came to
“own it” in my own noiseless way. Fortitude
didn’t come as a eureka moment, or a
thunderclap event. Rather, it was a slow and
gradual evolution that I noticed only when I
eased up on the razzle-dazzle.
In due course, I stopped wearing the
lashes when the station switched to high
definition cameras and the glue showed. I ceased
the daily blowouts because of the hassle. I
eschewed the extreme high heels when my feet
cramped and the bunions came to thwart my
running. Even without the accouterments, I
came across just as strongly. Made me think, can
superficialities shepherd substance?
To my friend, John, I texted back an
abridged version of how my journey to Cleve
led to professional positive regard.
After a long pause, he texted back,
“That’s a shame.”
Perhaps it is a shame people have any
number of automatic and subliminal reactions to
another person’s visage -- contempt, lust,
admiration, etc. Reactions that precede any
processing of talent, knowledge, ability,
temperament, or accomplishment. I sense this
could be changing, with a pervasive cultural
backing away from physical aesthetic as merit.
But love it or hate it, image has been part of an
expected standard on television.
I am not so bothered it has been this
way. I embrace the intertwining of flourish and
mettle for propelling me and maturing me in my
craft and career. It is the hidden power of Cleve.
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PA N T O U M :
I Mourn the
Loss of My
Shoes and
Buy a Coffin
Online from
Amazon

Bianca Grace

👠👠
Bianca Grace is a poet living in Australia. She is a reader for Sledgehammer Lit. Her work
has appeared in Anti-Heroin Chic, Selcouth Station, Ample Remains, The Daily Drunk Mag,
and Postscript Magazine. Follow her on Twitter: @Biancagrace031.

PANTOUM: I MOURN THE LOSS OF MY SHOES
AND BUY A COFFIN ONLINE FROM AMAZON
I step into my ballet flats when I leave the house, holes cracked in the soles
The cheap leather cracked and lost their shine, my favourite shoes on their last legs
I refuse to turn their life support off, they know my secrets and saved me from blisters
My Nan says I should buy a new pair and pay cash for the most expensive in the catalogue
The cheap leather cracked and lost their shine, my favourite shoes are on their last legs
Rainwater seeps in when I dance in puddles but I'm free from any pain
My Nan says I should buy a new pair and pay cash for the most expensive in the catalogue
My heart beats to their footsteps and I am not ready to say goodbye
Rainwater seeps in when I dance in puddles but I'm free from any pain
I refuse to turn their life support off, they know my secrets and saved me from blisters
My heart beats to their footsteps and I am not ready to say goodbye
I step into my ballet flats when I leave the house, holes cracked in the soles
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💧💧
Yuu Ikeda is a Japan based poet. She loves writing, reading mystery novels,
and drinking sugary coffee. She writes poetry on her website:
https://poetryandcoffeedays.wordpress.com. Her published poems are “Pressure” in
<Selcouth Station Press>, “Dawn” in <Poetry and Covid>, and more. Her Twitter
and Instagram: @yuunnnn77.

I WEAR

i wear
yuu ikeda

What I wear is bluff and emptiness
Lest I am crumbled by other's beauty,
I always wear bluff and emptiness
These shields protect my fake confidence
These shrouds erase every ridicule from someone
Lest I am killed by other's brightness,
I always wear bluff and emptiness
Even if what I wear tries to break myself,
I never part with them
because I can't live without them
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🥻🥻
Rida Akhtar Ghumman is a student of English Literature based in Pakistan. She is
typically interested in theorizing on psychogeography, decoloniality and television
shows. She can be reached on Twitter and Instagram at @RidaAkhtar_.

INNER CHILD’S MIRROR

Inner Child’s
Mirror

Rida Akhtar Ghumman
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I have startled my teenage self this year
With the most ordinary piercing; she wouldn’t approve.
I can finally wear earrings but the child within me was all about
kohl rimmed eyes and black denim pants,
How can one seek one’s own approval?
Especially when the heart wants two things at once,
To meet waters of Gawadar in a chicken kameez – preferably white.
I think of a beach and I think of myself in white shalwar kameez
Running on sand while water and turbulence inundate my childhood dreams,
It’s odd how that particular dream persisted no matter what,
The child before me wanted the same : water, love and peace.
We were bullied in school for language & taste,
Both debatable today, both assiduously deranged,
Both political and for everything no childhood should have to be strained.
But fashions of discrimination seep within all carefully lustrous walls,
While I want to walk around the Upper Mall sari clad,
There’s childhood approvals, discrimination and political temperaments
walking around at large.
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Stephany Bravo was born in
Los Angeles and raised in Compton,
CA. She’s a graduate student at
Michigan State University where she
crafts testimonios and archives. Her
writing appears in Witches Mag and
Kairos: A Journal of Rhetoric,
Technology, and Pedagogy. Find her
on Instagram: @_stephanybravo.

06 ‘TIL INFINITY
(DEDICATED TO RALPH J.
BUNCHE MIDDLE CLASS OF 06)

2 poems

STEPHANY BRAVO

Converse
of all colors
stuffed with the fresh white socks
that your mom drenched in
Clorox and Suavitel
the night before.
Green school uniforms
pants
sweats
tied with the
elastic rubber bands
by the ankle.
Free school uniform days
full of baby pinks
baby blues
baby phats
hoops
sleeked, gelled, and sprayed dos
add the hair bobbles
cherry
gloss.

and SpongeBob tees
with the grills
and golden chains
embedded on top.
Belts
beaming advertisements
signaling baptismal names
for new grounds
or remembrance of territories
left behind
Sinaloa y Durango.
Estilo wasn’t just the material,
it was accompanied by sound
ringtones
Chingo Bling’s
“Paletero Man”
across the halls
add the laughter.
Linkin Park
was what the
cholitos
knew their dearest
“You a rocker huh?”
would listen to
with the
one foot mohawks
spikes
patches
The Adicts
Led Zepellin
Ramones
Misfits.
Do
you
remember
these?
06 ‘Til Infinity

Pro Club’s,
Tasmanian Devil,
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ELLA CARGA LOS PANTALONES
//SHE WEARS THE PANTS
abuelita amelia
wore
the first pantalones
in her municipio
abuelito calls her
“una mujersota”
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👚👚
Linda M. Crate's works have been published in numerous magazines and
anthologies. She is the author of eight poetry chapbooks, the latest of which is: follow
the black raven (Alien Buddha Publishing, July 2021). She has also authored three
micro-collections, and four full length poetry collections.

AFTER THE WOUND

AFTER THE WOUND
LINDA CRATE

people have always
told me i have
good fashion sense
when i was with my sister
at a mall one of the ladies
working at ambercrombie
told me that skirt paired well with
my shirt,
and i guess i do usually look
well put together;
but if you heard the chaos in my mind
perhaps you would know why some
days i abandon my dark colors to embrace
pastels and deep blues and teals and purples—
sometimes i need to remind myself
the world is a rainbow of colors,
and i can embrace every hue just as i can
embrace every side of myself;
sometimes growth can only come
after the wound.
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👖👖
Phrieda has written poetry for years before making the decision to share her work
with a wider audience. Her work has been featured in Brave Voices Magazine, Across
The Margin, Writing In A Woman's Voice, and others. When she isn't writing, she
loves exercising and getting lost in a good book.

DROWNING

DROWNING

PHRIEDA BOGERE
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i can barely recognize myself,
the days are a blur and
i wait around for nothing.
it’s still cold but the sun
shines at 8, the mornings
are rushed and it feels
like i’m running out of time.
i’m wearing my blue cardigan,
dark wash jeans, hands gripping
my pink coffee cup.
i know i don’t want to be here anymore.
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12DRESSES

LAURA KELSEY
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“ who gives a fuck about Alfred Sung?
a tag doesn’t buy you friends ”

Laura Kelsey is a former newspaper editor and now a freelance writer, performer,
and artist living in Nanaimo, B.C. Her poems have appeared in publications such as
the New Chief Tongue, the Carnegie and Stone Pacific Zine. She has released three selfpublished collections, including 12dresses and singing for a mate in the shadow of merlins.
Find her on Twitter (@laurakmusic) and Instagram (@lauraksongs).

The poems on the following pages are an excerpt from 12dresses. The full ebook is
offered for free with hopes readers will donate funds, clothing, or other necessary
items to their local women's shelter. Alternatively, a shoebox could be made for The
Shoebox Project (shoeboxproject.com). See Laura’s ebook in full here: 12dresses.

👗👗
DRESS2
“but just look at the fabric”
at the shop before
Yale vultures shot over our heads
in a sharp arrow
now spiders suck
mayfly cocktails around me
open the window for them
but they choose the web
it came from St. John’s Street
the day that Anna moved
vivid red with Aztec eyes
unworn and antique
11 giant birds riding the updraft
naked pink heads
scouting for carcasses
along the Fraser, the valley
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DRESS3
his stare made me cringe and his words made me gag
“nipples — I can see your nipples”
a baggy dress to hide a bad diet
an attempt to blend not to attract
“you look like a goddess in flowing blue”
as I stood on the street, either side my large dog leashed
a day on the wharf with an ex-lover who is trying to take me home
posing pretty for the camera because I know I won’t go
false passion on a stage of wood
the gaps in the boards too slim for your ego
so it stays and it bows
to anything that will notice it
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DRESS8
you’ve been gone a while
a mayfly resigned to a life behind glass
trapped inside, diving into a web
skipping the starving hours
to accept a quick suspended death
while I roll out my flesh, making your shape with a cookie cutter
leaves plump and dry
in the years past a poem
denial drinks a naughty scorn
too late
as you decide whether to betray your cards or hold them
***
totally relaxed I watch the canyon
ebb and flow with the wind and the wine
May 26, just after the full moon
heifers enjoying the spring until their babies are taken away
I look for a point to this project
and see this dress without a form
a remedy to what has been
an offering to amend and be reborn
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DRESS9
“who gives a fuck about Alfred Sung?
a tag doesn’t buy you friends”
an ulterior motive that left a sour taste on all sides
vanity, vengeance and vanquished confidence
influenced the scene, bathtub next to the barn
technology stepping into relationships
like a bad drink on a good night
polka dots shared on the lawn
the Cariboo had us
our boredom, bullied
each other until betrayal had pushed us apart
bras on the internet, stalkers in the trees
there may never be apologies
but hopefully we’ve all moved on
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DRESS10
the woman I’ve always wanted to be
wearing a plain black dress every day
eating a simple meal
strong above temptation
open only to the arts
giving back as much as possible
while conjuring a positive life
trusting each step to reach its kind destination
as I absorb the present moon
without reaching for the next
gagging on reality
a sated gullet dreaming peace
living to create and offer aid
unaware of judgement, anger or impatience
I strive for a life of honest meaning
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END.

Thank you for reading.

Matthew Fox / Circle, Square, Triangle: Down-to-earth Bauhaus-inspired Attire

